TOWN OF MANSFIELD
REQUEST FOR QUOTE (RFQ)
WIRELESS ACCESS EQUIPMENT
SPRING 2017

SUBMISSION/CONTACT ADDRESS
Town of Mansfield
Attn: Information Technology Department

Submissions will be accepted in electronic format.

Summary
The Town of Mansfield is seeking wireless access equipment to support the public and staff’s
rapidly expanding use of mobile equipment in support of providing services to citizens.

Core Specifications
The quote must include the following or the equivalent:


Quantity 34: Indoor Wireless Access Points including basic technical support including
online and telephone based technical support and software upgrades and patches
including bug fixes and security patches.
(equivalent of Aruba model AP-305 802.11n/ac Dual Radio integrated antenna AP with
HPE Foundation Care)



Quantity 5: Outdoor Wireless Access Point including basic technical support including
online and telephone based technical support and software upgrades and patches
including bug fixes and security patches and including antennas and outdoor mounts.
(equivalent of Aruba model AP-304 802.11n/ac Dual Radio antenna connectors with
HPE Foundation Care and with ANT-35A antennas and ANT-MNT-3 external mounts)

The Town reserves the right to potentially modify the above quantities depending on pricing and
available funding.

Proposal Submission Requirements
Quotes will be accepted in electronic format only. If there are any additional costs for shipping

or otherwise, it should be listed on the quote. Vendors may use a format of their own choosing
for the quote. The quote can be submitted at the email address identified earlier in this RFQ.
Questions about the process should be directed to the same email address as well.

Selection Process
Pricing is the driving factor in the selection process, however it is not the only factor as the Town
will consider the vendor’s ability to fulfill this product request. The Town reserves the right to
reject any or all submissions, to select an applicant in a manner that is advantageous to the Town,
and to waive all formalities in the bidding. The vendor is responsible for submitting a quote for
consideration in a timely manner with a desired deadline of May 9, 2017 (11:59 PM). If a
sufficient number of proposals are not received by the deadline, the Town reserves the right to
extend the deadline. The Town reserves the right to extend the deadline to request additional
information from vendors.
The Town does not expressly state or imply any obligation to reimburse responding applicants
for any expenses incurred in preparing submissions in response to this request. The selected firm
is expected to meet any relevant state and federal legal requirements. The Town is an equal
opportunity employer.

